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Campus Spotlight:

Unanimous Culture Shock
Irish Students
Join the Regis
Community·and
have many
observations,
including:
Americans are
boisterous, taller
than the average
_Irish person, and
socialize much
differently.

~-

Pictured are Orla Macken, Edel Kelly, Elaine Butler, and Victor Leyden, part of the second year of the Irish Exchange Program

F

or the second year in a row
Regis has had the opportu
nity to welcome some spe
cial Irish visitors to the campus. These students from Mary
Bv KANDICE P. Immaculate ColVALLEJO
lege come here to
HIGHLANDER
NEWS REPORTER

study thanks to
the student exchange program.
While our community has the chance
to embrace new friends and learn
about another culture, five students
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from Regis intend to have great "crack" in Ireland. Crack is an Irish can culture is the boisterous mannerisms compared to the relaxed Irish.
term for fun or news-not drugs!
Americans are also much taller than the average Irish person. One of the
The latest crack from Limerick, Ireland are college juniors greatest differences is in the way we socialize. The Irish find that pubs and
Orla Macken, 20, is from Co. Mayo and studies history and reli- bars, although the legal age for drinking is eighteen, are open to everyone
gion. Edel Kelly, 21, is from Co. Roscommon and is majored in and ideal places to interact with friends and even family. They are nothing
geography and math. Elaine Butler, 21, is Limerick born and tripled like American nightclubs. There are many rumors about the Irish lifestyle
majored in religion, geography, and history. Victor Leyden, 20, is that must be corrected. They do have electricity, computers, television,
from Co. Clare and studies history and religion. Orla and Elaine phones, running water, and NO leprechauns or random pots of gold.
On a more realistic note, there are some distinct similarities and difboth worked in the student union in Mary I. All four want to be able
to travel around the United States as much as possible. The Ameri- ferences between the two cultures. The cities resemble downtown Denver
with its numerous shops and skyscrapers. The
can exchange counterparts are Peter
population of Ireland is three to four milGalmish, Sean Shackley, Tom
lion, which is about the same size of DenMcCarthy, Danny O'Conner, and
ver (including the suburbs). At Mary I. evElizabeth Sponsel.
erything
is in walking distance. The food
The Irish students thought this
here are many rumors
in the States is more spicy compared to
was a great opportunity to study and
about the Irish lifestyle that
the bland food of Ireland. The Irish also
visit the United States. Three of the
must be corrected. They do
consume more tea than the coffee drinkstudents, Orla, Edel, and Victor have
ing society of America.
never been to America, prior to the
have electricity, computers,
The Irish students are having a great
student exchange. Elaine, on the
television, phones, running
experience but there are few differences
other hand, was in Maryland two
that are facing in their everyday interacyears ago for the summer visiting
water, and NO leprechauns or
tion on campus. Naturally, adjusting to
friends. She had a wonderful experirandom pots of gold."
the food and climate. Among other adjustence and decided to embark upon
ments are altitude, air quality, and Amerianother chance to see the States.
can college life. American college classes
The students leaving from
differ in teaching habits. They all agree that
Regis are excited to be able to study
Regis classes are much smaller and allow
the Irish culture from first hand experiences an4 interaction with . the people. Tom McCarthy stated, more vocal freedom , in comparison to the all-lecture based Irish classes.
"Going to Ireland will be the academic change I'm looking for, a They are looking forward to many new experiences and friends during their
chance to explore learning in another light. I also hope to be able to stay. They return back to Ireland in May to complete their senior year.
The Regis campus would like to send a warm welcome to the new
trace my family lineage and to sample the Guinness." The Regis
community sends them the best of luck in their studies and travel. students and best of luck in all their future endeavors. If you happen to
encounter the Irish clan around campus or in DeSmet, introduce yourself to
The Irish students hope they enjoy the crack.
As for the Irish students, they arrived here at Regis three weeks make our guests feel at home.
ago. Their first reaction to America was one of unanimous culture
shock. The initial difference they have encountered about the Ameri-
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PLEASE SEND LEITERS TO:
• EDITOR•

c/o HIGHLANDER • 3333 REGIS BLVD.•

• DENVER,

CQ 80221-1099 •

entirely the same, entirely different, and
somewhat the same and somewhat
different at the same time." We are 100%
the same because we are humans, we are ·
100% different because we are individuals

Forget Racism and
Sexism! Let's all smile
and hug one another!

with a uniqueness all of our own. We are
somewhat the same and somewhat
different because of our cultures and the
socially-formed "conceptions."
As a member of the Regis commuTo the Editor,
nity, I don't see the racism or the stereoHispanic, African-American, Italian,
types. I do see isolation of particular races,
Oriental, we are all humans and yes, we all however. I see groups of basketball
have different views, perspectives,
players together, and groups of soccer
opinions, eye color, skin color. When a
players together, same goes for all the
friend of mine is referred to in our
sports on campus. As athletes we are
newspaper and the writer does not even
naturally drawn to others with similar
have the decency to get his facts straightinterests. That is not wrong. I do not want
or ask the accused for a quote or stateto be misunderstood. I am not encouraging
ment, I am personally offended. Yes, there
segregation, but it is natural to be drawn to
was a "confrontation" and it was started by those with like interests. This applies to
another friend of mine. Tempers did flare,
the speech given by Coach Lonnie Porter.
however, racial remarks were not "shouted The people that were there, joined on just
at anyone of color." The comments that
that premise. We were individuals with
were made to a female friend of mine
like interests. There are persons on campus
earlier in the evening were far more
that are concerned with taking responsioffensive and sexist than any racial
bilities for their actions and realizing that
commeht made that night. The racial
"our work is not done."
comment that was blurted included the
As a member of the women's soccer
word "Mexican" not ." spic." Is it wrong to
team, I am aware of the increased diversity
use -.yo~ds that signify our ethnicity? Can
on the athletic teams. But, we are not only
we not refer to someone as Italian or
athletes, as Freddy pointed out. We are
Oriental or African-American? We are all
people and simplY' because I am Anglohuman; yet we have our own ethnidties
Saxon does not mean that I have no
and We should ·be proud of them. ·
ethnicity, or that I have no experience with
racism and have "no room to talk." People
I would love to eventually see a
world that· is color blind. However, we are
are responsible for their actions. If a
person feels discriminated against or
not, We tlo see coior.' We·'d0:see difference
··stereotyped, ,then change it. We all have
·becau'se 'we•are' differenr. PB-quote
Malina in saying "All human bei:ngs are
voic'es. With voices we are powerful. The
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more we speak for what we believe the
more powerful we become.
The people I associate with are all
very different and very much the same.
Yes I do associate with humans. But I also
han~ out with Italians, Mexicans, athletes,
Jews, African-Americans, Orientals,
Anglo-Saxons, Greeks, Germans, and
Argentineans, and with all of their consent
I use these terms for they are all proud of
their ethnicities. We see each other as
people, as funny, goofy, intelligent, clever,
spirited and thoughtful. I care for everyone in the world and am encouraged by
the love that I see every day. For every
smile I see, I give away 100 more. They're
free!!
"Yesterday's the past, tomorrow's
the future, but today is a gift. That's why
it's called the present." The present is all
we have to grasp for sure. Yes, we do need
to look past color when we see people, but
at least recognize the difference and
respect it. It is not wrong to notice color,
but it is o.k. to notice those of us without
color, too. If you feel isolated, or
underrepresented as a race on campus,
then express your concerns. We need to
give more credit to our fellow persons.
Diversity is a wonderful thing and it
should bring out the best in us. The
discovery of new knowledge is an
enlightening and uplifting experience. Go
to a Pow-Wow if you've never been-you
may be surprised. At least you'll have one
thing in common-You're human!
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wasn't taken seriously once again! This
saddens me because this d.pefience is
teaching us that our opinions are not worth
expressing. This is an unfortunate
memory I will hold of my experience at a
Dear Editor,
Jesuit institution.
Who is to blame? It wasn't Student
As I sit here writing this letter, a
party is going on. This party is called "S.
Government. They had no motive.
A. C." or Saturday Afternoon Club. This
Student Government had our ,wishes at.,_
·was
a
great
_
idea.op
b~hal{.ol;
the
st1i1dents
.
h
rt . h
'*h e.y.m
' . fo rme d· usof th e Pu
' b
•
:· • ,
,.•: .,,, . .
, . ••
~ fl'··,
,
ea,,w
enl
.
who have plannecl1t; and·u appears.-to;be a ·
. , ·' · ·
:
. - ..
.· , .• , . -·p . . • -· ..
•.- J . " ... • .. Renov.auonProJect. ,Student Body
huge su~cess. It is a ral1~ t~ he P..spur on
Pr~ident Anthony Bonino took the
our Regis Rangers to a wm m their
· ·t·rar·rve an d pu t .toge th er a group o f
rm
The
.n. or
R eyno ld s
respective games
today
(Saturday).
.,
st ud en t s a1ong wr'th~r,-,-1-om
.
_ ith this, is that it is being
h
~( ·,; ' ,~t· ,_..;:
th 'd
only pro_blem w
.
.
.,
.,
w ose purpose was~o _.:,u .~oge er 1 eas ·
in a coffee shop called-Brewsk1 s, not
,,
th
t'
Y ··. ,·"
·
held
. ,
, . . ..
.. . ..
,or e renova 10n . ..i,,was-:a--member o f. th 1s
a pub called The Ranger Statron'.
group of students.
.w~ as ~n.rderits\yere p'~omised ·a
: : •. I'arn)\isulte&lbecause I spent
renovated pub ih 'time for tbe' start of the
valuagle ti{Ile working on this project., and
Spring 1996 semester, but i~stead we have
tfici g;.<mp's icl~J; ~ere not taken seriously.
been giveri a ·c offee shop. 'rfre Pub
, .· Jwant to know .why ,the changes were
Renovation was matle the·' nurrtber one
:: · m'aae . .. Why wisn ·1: th·e group informed of
student concern at the Al'I Campus'
·, ~h~ cn.aJl.&~S in the plaqs for The Pub
Leadership Retreat. We the student body
Renovation?
wanted to go into the pub -and l:iuy a beer
, We The"Student Body should ask
or another drink of'choice. We were led to
these questions of our student leaders. We
believe·that both B'rewski's and the' bar
need to ask our Student Body President,
would ·lie run from the same· area, but
Vice President, Chief Justice, Class
·obviously this is .not the case, and I am
Representatives, and other members of
extremely disappointed with the result of
student goyernment. We should also ask
the renovation. As result, we are left
the same questions of the Administration
with a great coffee .shop, but the same
at this institution. The many people that
movable bar (kegerator) that we have had
help run this institution need to learn that
in' the past.
we, the students, will not stand for this.
· With whom does this problem lie?
They need to learn that they should take
Is it possible that Brewski's did not want
our own interests and ideas to heart
to share their new-found renovadon with
because if they do not, we will take
the bar? Was it possible that an adminisourselves and our money to another
trator of this school did not want the
institution. We have to change the way
permanent bar in the first place? Is it
things are done on this campus. The ball
possible that an administrator changed the
is in our court now--let's take the initiaplans over Christmas Break? Or is it
tive!!!!!
possible that the money that was set aside
to renovate the pub was not enough to
finish the pub as planned? Whatever it
Thank You,
was, the result of the renovation leaves a
George G. Koumantakis
bad taste in my mouth. The Student Body

up with the Pub Reno-

-va:tio1rProjec't?' ·· · ,· ·,
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Featured Writers & Reporters
•Sam Lea • Elizabeth Walsh •
.• Holly}Jiller !._9i:org,e
Kumantakis•
• }:'eter Hoang t
f
Campus Ministry,·•
• CHOICES • Denise Hosier•
Michael Jenson • Shakespeaf'e •
• Thoreau • Elbert Hubbard •
• Patty Smith •
'.fhe Writing Center•
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fate." ·.

i

Dr. Kevin Maly
Faculty Advisor

Thoreau wrote:
"Public-opinion .is .
a weak tyrant
compqred with ·
our o~n pril{pte ~. opinion. ··w ha(a ,;
man (!zinks of
himself, that
it is . ~·
..
,,, . ,.., ':_.:! ,which determines/ ',
,·.
or rather
i
indic{ltes, his
·,

;. (~
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·.• The:Regis UniVt;rsity Highlander 'is
an independent student newspaper
published weekly for the Regis University
comm.unity: · ., , .

I

The Highlander serves to infonn the
Regis community of events and persons
relevant to life on the Regis campus. In
addition, the Highlander serves as an open
forum for anyone who wishes to express
his or her mind. The opinions of the authors of the letters or articles may or may
not necessarily be the opinion of the High·
' lander staff.

a

The Highlander will conti_nue to provide anyone, regardless of race, creed,
gender, age, or status' the opportunity to
say what he or she feels needs to be said.
All articles that appear in the Commentary or Editorial sections of the High·
lander are to be considered personal opinion of the ,author and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the editors or staff. ·
Our purpose is strictly to serve the
Regis Community. Anyone who has con- ·
cems should contact Nandini Stocker, Editor-in-Chief, at 964-5391 or in the office
located in the basement of the Student
Center.
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Rave Reviews
I have to hand it to the entire
Highlander staff: Issue #14 (last week)
was the best issue we have ever put out.
Just when I was beginning to think we
were just a publication named after a
Christopher Lambert movie with an
editorial staff that was planning a mass
suicide ceremony in the Boettcher
Commons, we put out the most excellent issue ever! We only had four (4)
mistakes in the whole thing ($10 to the
first person that can name all of the
mistakes. Hint: 2 are grammatical/style
mistakes, 1 is a layout/production
mistake, and 1 is an overall boo-boo).

I'm sorry, so sorry...
The largest mistake that was made
last week was that an article was
drastically overlooked. I could offer the
excuse that the article was lost between
the newsroom and layout night, but I
don't think that makes up for our screwup. So, the least I can do is apologize.
To Lynne Montrose, who facilitated an
enlightening discussion of antisemitism
on MLK day, I offer my sincerest
apologies that your workshop was not
covered. For what it is worth, I'm sorry.

Students Live in Fear
Let me convey honestly my
thoughts on a serious issue. I have
encountered TOO MANY situations in
recent months, _in which, a student
holding a campus position has a strong
opinion about a particular issue but will

not write or sign a letter to the editor
because s/he is terrified that s/he will Jose
that position. I should hope that every
hiring authority and administrator on this
campus respects the opinions of the
students enough to let them keep their
positions when and if they decided to
vocalize those opinions.
Seriously, who would want to stifle
the individualism that we are supposed to
strive for in an educational institution? Am
I mistaken when I believe that it is 1996
and we are in the United States of
America, where we promote the free
exchange of ideas, in a public forum like a
campus newspaper? The big question,
then, must be: where does this fear come
from? That is for all of us to examine
within ourselves and among our surroundings.
Therefore, I challenge (there I go
again) my fellow students to maintain their
integrity, not live in fear of losing a
campus position.

Highlander ... Student
Government .. .Highlander...
Student Government

.. HIGHLANDER!
Now is also the time to start thinking
about what we want to do next year. Some
deadlines are fast approaching. Student
Government elections for President, VicePresident, and Chief Justice will be held
on February 28, 1996--so rock the vote at
Regis! That is also the application deadline
for Editor-in-Chief and Assistant Editor·of
the Highlander! However, those people
interested in the other various positions
(Sports Editor, Entertainment, etc.),
although they will not actually apply for
the positions until March, are advised to
apply for financial aid so they can be
PAID next year. The dei19!i_ne for fmancial
aid is February 15, 1996, coming up fast.
The positions are open to anyone who is

ATTENTI-O N

To
avoid
criJicism,
do
,wthing,
say .
,wthing,
be
,wthing.

"

-Elbert
Hubbard,
author

GET READY FOR THE **HOTTEST**
TRIP THIS SPRING BREAK!

Mazatlan ..........from $339*
March I· 9
PACKAGE .INCLUDES, •• AIR FROM DENVER, HOTELS
& V.I.P. PARTY PACKAGE.

$150.

DEPOSIT SECURES YOUR RESERVATION ••• HURRY!

Los Angeles
New York
London

$ 69*
$ 89*

$114*

Paris
Costa Rica .
Belize

$195*
$158*
$175*

STOP BY FOR SPRING BREAK INFORMATION.

WE'RE OPEN ALL WINTER BREAK!

~

@MidNO Travel
IN THE TIVOLI Bui.DING OH THE .Ai.JRAruA

CAMP\Js

900 AURARIA PARKWAY, #203 • DENVER, CO 80204

303-447-8101
EURAILPASSES

interested. For the 2 head honcho positions, the main criteria are:
1. Experience in journalism, business, and/or public relations.
2. Familiarity with campus politics
and administration .
3. Commitment, in every aspect.
4. A good command of crowd
control for staff meetings. (Must
possess tear gas and a stun gun for
most effective organization.)
In addition, those interested in the
positions must be a Sophomore, Junior, or
Senior with a good GPA standing. The
positions will be officially announced in
next week's paper, so start thinking about
it Take it from me, working on the
newspaper can be some of the most
grueling work you will ever do, but also
definitely the most rewarding.

ISSUED ON·THE·SPOT!

10,004 Ways to
Commit Suicide on a
Small, Private
University Campus
That was going to be the title of iny
new book. I was working on the beginning
chapters, with extensive research, last
semester. However, some things seem to
have changed for the better this spring.
Despite the epidemic of Cabin Fever
building across our campus, most people's
spirits appear to be up, at least mine are. I
hope that my fellow Rangers are finding
time to relax--how about that SunDaze, eh?
(8-10 p.m. in the Pub). However, I am still
working on some soon-to-be literary
classics such as Paying for Torture: the
Masochism of College Life, Alcoholism
Begins Before 21, and E is for Effort: the
Neglected Letter in Our Grading System. Lr

ROM THE BARRIO •
By Elizabeth Walsh • Guest Writer

_mJ BooKSTORE _W
• C.L OS

URE•

The Lowell Campus Bookstore

WILL BE CLOSED

THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY JS
for its annual
physical inventory.
Thank you for your
understanding.

What's it mean to be an
outsider? I consider this
question only because I often
feel like an outsider in my
own neighborhood. Why?
Number one, I am anglo. I
live in North Denver, in an
area dominated by chicanos-mostly Salvadoran and
Mexican immigrants and their
children. I speak un poco
Spanish--which makes it an
adventure to attend the
Spanish Masses at Guadalupe
Church. Number two, I am in
college, and not just any
college--a private university.
So I am different. For the first
time in my life, I feel like I
do not fit in.
At a recent meeting at Romero House, we
discussed how we fit (or do not fit) into our
outside community. I realized that with the
exception of our immediate neighbors (who are
also white), I do not know my neighborhood. It
is not that we haven't tried. We did have an
open house, to which all the neighbors were
invited (and one couple did attend), and we did
send cookies to the residents of our block at
Christmas time. Maybe we got a lukewarm
response because they were unprepared for our
overt hospitality. Maybe they are uncomfortable
with a bunch of college "do-gooders" moving
onto their block, even though we do our best

not to project this image.
I began to wonder, how .can
we, or can we, fit into an environment where we are basically
"outsiders"? Fr. Tom. Prag, the
Jesuit who is our spiritual ad{isor
at Romero House, suggested that
there is a difference between where
one lives (where you sleep at
night), and where one lives (where
you eat, study, relax).
I realized how easy it is to
live at Regis, with the student
community here, and simply go
home to Romero House at night to
eat and sleep. Is that what I am
doing? I hope not. ·1 like to think
that my mind is on the important
issues of my home in North Denver
(educational opportunities, community development, "empowerment" --whatever that
term means). More importantly, that by living at
Romero House and committing to serving the
community, that I am acting on those thoughts.
But because I can relate to the residents of North
Denver better than ever before, and because I am,
by definition, "doing good," does that change my
"outsider" status? Maybe.
Maybe it is precisely this in'volvement in the
community which makes me an insider. Maybe it
is the awareness of cultural differences which
connects me to those whom I feel unconnected.
Maybe I am an insider without knowing it.

I began to

wonder, how
can we, or can
we, fit into an
environment
where we are
basically
"outsiders"?
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Rantblers in Rehearsal for ''Li'l Abner''
SAVEA
LIFE--GIVE
BLOOD!!
By Konstantin Zecevic

Highlander News Reporter

By Denise Hosier
Director of Nursing and Health Care Affairs
The second blood drive of the year
will be held on Tuesday, February 13 from
1:00 to 5:00 in the Faculty Lounge, Student
Center. Sign up in Campus Life now for a
time slot. The wing with the most donors
will get a pizza party!!!!
It's very important that people donate
blood. It can't be manufactured. Millions of
patients who require immediate transfusions
are saved every year. Each year more than
12 mi Ilion units of blood are needed to help
accident victims, surgical patients and others. Blood is peri shable and can be stored
for only a limited period, so donati ng blood
regularly guarantees that there wi ll be
enough in supply for everyone when needed.
Does it hurt to give blood? Very little
at all. With just a little discomfort you can
help someone who may be in a great deal of
pain!
Are there any side effects? Some
people feel a little dizzy, but there are trained
people who are there to help -you--it's important to eat before giving blood.
Can I get AIDS from donating? No
WAY! Needles and tubing are used only
once, so there is no chance of getting AIDS.
So GIVE BLOOD!!! It takes only a
few minutes to help others who really need
it! And you could win a pizza party!

After the great performance last semester at the USO Dance the Regis Ramblers are back with more excitement and
entertainment for the Regis Community. As
described in one of the issues last semester,
Ramblers were getting ready to begin production of the musical "Grease," but because
some performing rights are not allowing this
particular musical to be performed in the area
(Denver, CO), the great organizational staff
has done immediate thinking and bought the
performing rights for the musical play "Li'l
Abner." The major parts have been already

Dexter's

Station News

not his usua1 self.

You suspect the

By Kristina Felzenberg
Guest Reporter, KRCX Promotions

Hello there you fellow "Rangers". I
am sure everyone is more then happy to be
back on campus after a long and hopefully
restful break. Here at KRCX, we are ecstatic
to be back. We officially went back on the
air Monday, February 5th for your listening
pleasure. We still are interested in more participants in our endeavors. If you are interested in dee-jaying contact Jeff, the head
D.J., in the office at 964-5392. The number
in the studio is 964-5396. Call the office for
complaints, criticisms, suggestions or observations. Call the studio for requests, music
inquiries or even idle chit chat. We understand that there have also been a few problems receiving the station in some dorm
rooms. Remember to tune in at 1490 AM
and tum your antennae towards O'Connell.
If you are still having problems, contact the
office so we can help you out. We look forward to your participation, input and another
fun and successful semester.
Thank you and keep listening. If you
are not a listener check us out, we will more
then likely surprise you. Tune it in and tum
it up, KRCX, l 490AM.

The

call

is

(Too bad about the

cheap.
consultation

fee.)

Live off campus? Sign up for Al&T True Reach Savings'" and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

Llfe can be complicated. A1&T True Reach Savings',. is simple. Save 25o/c 0
kind f call
your A1&Tphone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local to~
~ don
when you spend just $25 a montlt No other plan 0oives vou
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erent ways to sav~·
•
RUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choice.SM ·
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AT&T

Your True Choice

TO THE SUNSHINE, YOU
S8,ADOWS

salsa.

So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.

IF YOU KEEP YOUR FACE
CAN't S,,

from 9pm to 11 pm. Students and membe
of the Re~s Community who would like ;~
help out with the stage crew is more than welcome to come. Any extra experience and support is always
welcome to come and help th'IS
•
hard working group. If there are any questio~s about h.o w to join the Ramblers and their
Spnng Musical, please feel free to call Dr
Dennis Steele in the Computer Science De~
partment, or Shannon Steele (yes, she is his
daughter) who can always be found in the
snack bar during the lunch break. That's all
for now, but we are expecting to see you at
rehearsal, so come on out and play.

been selected and the rehearsals for the great
southern play have already begun, but there
is more info that the Regis community
should know about; there are still some chorus and acting parts available for anyone who
is interested in committing to this great musical performance. Currently the performance is scheduled for the second and third
weekends of April, but because of traditional
Regis Ranger Week, there is a slight possibility that one of the performances might be
shifted to another day of the week.
So do not hesitate or be afraid to show
up at any of our rehearsals which are every
night in the Science Amphitheater, usually

.

. . 'Refers

to ionR distance call5 billed to AT&T home or AT&Tcalling Caro
·
Subject to billing availabili1]1 Olrer awilable to residential AT&T cwtomers: Minimum ~ t s . .Discounts off AT&T basic rates. Cert3in exclusions appfy
reqwrement ts per residential line. "OJmpared 10 major long distance arriers.
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SIVELY FOR REGIS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!

ANNOUNCING SPRING . BREAK BLOWOUT SPECIAL

DIRECTLY FROM

2

DEPARTING THE WEEKEND OF . MARCH

AVAILABLE TO THE 1ST 100 STUDENTS
TO SIGN UP BEFORE 2/16/96!

FROlyl JUST
A

y OUR SPRING-BREAK
PARTY WEEK

INCLUDES:
• Round-Trip flight
, __
• 7 nights hotel accomodations
• Round-trip transfers from
airport to hotel
• FREE welcome parties and
club admissions
• FREE SPRING BREAK
PARTY PACK - _
including non-stop parties,
contests, and activities at all of
the hottest spring break
beaches and night spots _·. ·
; Professional staff on location
µ4 hrs/day
~ All service charges, gratuities,
}and hotel taxes
.,:

-

_.

f OR

RESERVATION AND INFOR-MATION

: 1-800-424-7327
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Regis University Well Represented
at National Student Conference
Courtesy of Campus Ministry
Pittsburgh, PA. was the sight for this years
National Catholic Student Coalition (NCSC) 12th
Annual Leadership Conference which ran from
Dec. 28, 1995 to Jan. 1, 1996. Representing Regis
University at this gathering were students Rosalyn
Adriano, Paul Bauer, Michael Daly, Heather
Meikeljohn, Megan Miller, Megan Ravarino, and
Hang Tran; and campus minister, Fr. Louie
Morrone, O.P. The NCSC is a national organization of Catholic college students that is a network,
a vision, a voice, a resource, and a partner for and
with Catholic campus ministries across the country. Over 400 students and campus ministers attended the conference representing l Ol colleges
and universities across the United States.
The theme for the conference was, "Ask me
why I'm Catholic?" Throughout the time in Pittsburgh, this question was asked and answered by
the keynote speakers, the creative workshops, and
the prayerful liturgies, as well as each of the participants in her or his own way. Keynote speakers
for the event were Most Reverend Rembert
Weakland, O.S.B., Archbishop of Milwaukee, Dr.
Greer Gordon, Associate Professor of Religion at
Regis College in Weston, MA, and Sr. Kathy
Thorton, R.S.M., Director of Network, a national
Catholic social justice lobby in Washington, D.C.
Archbishop Weakland stated that one of the reasons he is Catholic is that God shares divine insights in ordinary events to everyone and that faith
is a leap, not a scientific proof. It is what the sacraments are all about because signs and symbols
speak of God to us. Dr. Gordon spoke about being proactive as college students and raised the
question, "What is our investment in our faith?"
She encouraged us to get involved and not sit back
and let someone else always do the work. Sr.
Thorton identified her Catholicism in grace,
sacramentality, justice, and people.
Throughout the four day event, thirty-seven

l

./.

workshops were offered by students and campus ministers including one by Fr. Louie and assisted by Megan Ravarino, Heather Meikeljohn,
and Roz Adriano, titled, "Retreat or Advance,
What's your Plan·?" which focused on planning
and coordinating retreats. The liturgies of morning prayer and Mass over our days together were
most inspiring. Spirit-filled music was provided
by students from Western Michigan State University in Kalamazoo, MI. Bishop Peter Rosazza,
our advisor from the National Catholic Conference of Bishops, preached a challenging homily
about how we are called to follow Christ in the
footsteps of the saints.
The NCSC is divided into five geographical regions by state. Members of each of the regions met periodically throughout the conference
to get to know students from their region, to plan
for the coming year, and to elect representatives
to the national and regional teams. Sophomore·
Michael Daly is the state ambassador for Colorado for Region IV and Fr. Louie will serve as
campus ministry advisor for Region IV. Next year
the conference will be held in Milwaukee, WI.
One of the students from Regis commented
on the conference, "God has blessed me in many
ways through the conference and I hope that I
might be able to share Him more with people, in
warmth and delight, through campus ministry in
my remaining time as a student." We look forward to the conference next year in Milwaukee
and hope that even more students will be with us
as together we grow in faith, service and leadership. It takes resources from many people to help
make this annual event pos~ible. We will begin
fundraising early and appreciate your support of
this wonderful annual event. For more information about the NCSC contact Campus Ministry,
Student Center 200 or ext. 4153.

Clockwise, starting at bottom: Mike Daly, Hang Tran,
Roz Adriano, Paul Bauer, Fr. Louis Morrone O.P.,
Megan Ravarino, Megan MIiier, and Heather
Meikeljohn in center.

Community Celebrates Women's
History Week, March 17-23
Court~y Update
On Wednesday, March 20, faculty, staff, and
students are invited to "Great Women of Spirit: A
Regis Community Tea Party is an open celebration for the Regis Community to talk and to share
ideas, food, and spirit. In addition, the Tea Party
connects to the Thursday, March 21, Faith and
Justice presentations on Spirituality with Elizabeth Dreyer. To memorialize this event, quilts,
whose panels celebrate the diversity of.great
women in history, will be crafted by people in
our community for display at the Tea Party. Hopes
are for the collaborated efforts of women and men
from across the University and beyond. Campus
Ministry will .provide vision, impetus, and coordination, but the event is meant to be a University

celebration in all aspects.
Campus Ministry will provide quilt panels to anyone who
wishes to contribute to the project. The panels will be of a consistent size(I2xl2) for piecing together in March. Border strips
will also be made available for the naming of the women of our
won personal histories throughout the University.
At this time people are needed to get squares and pass
on information. Grouping of the squares will be done in conjunction with the Project Overseer(Ken Phillips) at Regis. Individuals are also needed to help construct the finished quilts.
Sewing can be done at the person's home or at the Regis
Chapel (where several machines are available. Interested parties should contact Ken Phillips at 458-4059. If you have any
questions about the celebration or about the Quilt, please contact Ken Phillips (458-4059) or the Campus Ministry Office
at 458-4153.

QUILT WORKSHOPS

DEADLINE FOR QUILT SQUARES

• Campus Ministry will be holding free. and
interestin workshops to ~sist in the construction of quilt squares including non-sewing
techniques. Workshops include:
• Wednesday, February 7, 12 noon
Carroll Hall/ Evergreen Room
Simple Fabric Photographic Technique
• Monday, February 12, 12 noon
Student Center/Faculty Lounge
Various Textile Design Techniques and Possibilities

am us
vents
res

Finished squares should be turned in to Campu~Min·
istry no later than Wednesday, Ma'tc,J'l 13. Squares can be
' turned in any time prior to this date.
Squares should be submitted with a brief description
of the woman/women honored, and with the name, address,
phone# of the artist(s).
Quilt squares are not returnable.They may be $igned
by the artist/designer/fabricator. They can be done by one
or several people. And there is not a limit of squares that
can be done.

What ls
PeaceJam™?

1977 Nobel Peace Prize Winner Betty Williams

Courtesy Michael Jenson of Jenson Communications

©PeaceJam1996

Nobel Peace Prize Winners
Launch PeaceJam™ for Youth
Courtesy Michael Jenson of Jenson Communications
Denver, CO - Nobel Peace Prize winners, ence in the world.
Young people from around the globe can learn
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, The Dalai Lama, President Oscar Adas Sanchez, Aung San Suu Kyi, about the lives of the Nobel Laureates, participate in
Rigoberta Menchu Tum, President Nelson Mandela, the Youth Conferences, and discuss their efforts via the
World
Wide
Web
site
at
Betty Williams, and Mariead Corrigan Maguire have PeaceJam
joined together in an effort to reach out to the young http: ??www.gnacademy.org:8001/peacejam. PeaceJarn
people of the world via a five-year educational pro- also will reach out to the young people via free educagram known as PeaceJAm. The announce{Dent was tional materials, television programming, a PeaceJam
made today at Denver's Regis University, where the book series, rock concerts to be held at various sites
Nobel Laureates will begin a series of PeaceJam worldwide, and PeaceJam CD-ROMs.
Funds raised by various elements of PeaceJam
Youth conferences. Entitled, "Peacemakers in Action," the conferences will present a once-in-a-life- will be used to fund youth-oriented, peace related
time opportunity for youth to meet and interact with project run by the Nobel Laureates (e.g., the Nelson
Nobel Peace Prize winners from around the world. Mandela Children's Fund). The Board of Advisors for
The first PeaceJam Youth Conference will fea- the PeaceJam Fund (which includes the eight particiture 1977 Nobel Peace Prize winner, Betty Williams, pating Nobel Laureates) also will present a PeaceJam
on March 23-24, 1996. The focus of the event will Prize to young people around the world who are albe nonviolence, using Northern Ireland and Ms. ready working to make their communities better places
Williams' efforts that earned her the Nobel Prize as to live. The PeaceJam Fund is a special project of the
examples for study. High schools throughout Colo- Philanthropic Collaborative, a 50 l(c)(3) public charity
rado will be selected to participate in a video and locate at 30 Rockerfeller Plaza, New York, NY 10112.
print-based educational curriculum created specifi- The PeaceJam Youth Conference at Regis University
cally for the conference. As part of their studies, stu- rs being made possible through the support of the Fetzer
dents will be asked to develop a project proposal to Institute.
PeaceJam was conceived by Coloradan, Ivan
deal with violence in their own communities, which
will be presented at the conference by elected rep- Suvanjieff, who quickly enlisted Dawn Engle to help.
resentatives from each school or community group. The pair originally met while working together on a
The representatives will participate in workshops in high-profile literary conference in 1994. Engle, cowhich experts in the field will help them refine their founder and chair of colorado Friends of Tibet, and
proposals. After the conference, they will return to Suvanjieff, publisher/editor of The New Censorship, a
their communities to launch their own anti-violence Denver-based national literary monthly, discovered that
they shared mutual backgrounds as well as an abiding
programs.
The inaugural PeaceJam Youth Conference concern over the prevailing atmosphere of disaffection,
will be followed by dozens more. The first three are apathy and hopelessness among young people. regain
scheduled to be hosted at Regis University during a sense of meaning and integrity in the world. From
1996. They will be followed by additional confer- these beginnings, the concept of PeaceJam emerged and
ences at sitts across the country and eventually, the pair began the process of gaining the support and
· around the world. Over the next five years, this commitment of Nobel Peace Laureates. By the end of
Peacemakers in Action series will focus on issues 1995, Engle and Suvanjieff had the elements of their
ranging from violence to racism to human rights to concept in place and were prepared to launch the prothe environment. Each conference will feature a gram with the inaugural PeaceJarn Youth Conference
personal appearance by one of the Nobel Peace Prize in Denver, Colorado.
High school teachers and youth-based commuLaureates and real interaction and mentoring for the
nity groups who want the opportunity to participate in
students who attend.
Peacemakers in Action is just one element of the first PeaceMakers in Action youth conference at
PeaceJam, the Nobel Laureates' broad-based effort Regis University, March 2~-24, 1996, should contact
designed to reach out to the estimated two billion Lee Christopher at 278-3901 for an application form.
teenagers who will be alive on the planet by the year The final date for completed applications to be received
2000. the purpose of the larger program is to build is February 10, 1996. This youth dialogue is being made
future peace today in three ways: 1) by inspiring possible with generous support of the Fetzer-Institute
hope, 2) by showing kids how to be peacemakers in and Regis University_the curriculum, teacher traintheir own communities, and 3) by demonstrating that ing, and room and board for the students at the event
with courage, one person really can make a differ<rsee "PeaceJam," pg. 11

PeaceJam is a dynamic, five-year educational outreach program, addressing the very real
problems facing youth today. PeaceJarn will reach
out to young people worldwide with a positive
message of hope and inspiration, celebrating the
lives of the following heroes of peace: Nelson
Mandela, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, The Dalai
Lama, Aung San Suu Kyi, President Oscar Adas
Sanchez, Rigoberta Menchu Tum, Betty Williams
and Mariead Corrigan Maguire.
For the first time ever, these eight Nobel
Peace Prize winners have come together to reach
out to the young people of the world via:
l) PeaceJam Youth Conference Series, beginning March 23-24, 1996, at Regis University
in Denver, where young people will have the opportunity to interact in person with the Nobel
Laureates
2) Free educational material provided to
schools over the Internet, educational videos and
printed workbooks
3) The PeaceJAm World Wide Web Site
(http://www.gnacademy.org:8001/peacejam)
4) TV documentaries highlighting the lives
of these Nobel Prize Laureates
5) A PeaceJam book series, including a
guide to action for young people, entitled 10 I
Ways to Save the World

6) A series of rock concerts held in locations around the world to highlight the
PeaceJam message, which will be broadcast
over radio, television, the Internet and via CDROM
7) Heavy promotion of the PeaceJam
web site and educational outreach program
by Spin magazine and other media outlets for
the younger demographic.
PeaceJam addresses the very real problems facing youth today. By the year 2000,
there will be two billion teenagers alive on
this planet. Many feel loss of hope and they
are searching for meaning and integrity in a
world that appears meaningless and corrupt.
They are ioolang for something to hold onto-someone to respect in a world gone wrong.
PeaceJam represents an unprecedented oppor- _
tunity to connect today's generation-tomorrow's leaders--with the tremendous integrity of these eight Nobel Peace Laureates.
PeaceJam presents positive role models who
have lived their lives in accordance with the
highest of principles--they have never sold
out--and they have proven that with courage,
one person can really make a difference in
this world.

NOBEL LAUREATE BETIY WILLIAMS SHARES WISDOM AT PEACE.JAM
Courtesy Michael Jenson of Jenson Communications

0

n August 10, 1976, _in Belfast, Northern Ireland,
English soldiers shot and killed an IRA soldier
whose car then careened out of control, killing two
young children and fatally wounding a third. Betty Williams witnessed this horrible and senseless violence perpetrated on a former schoolmate by chance. Then this Catholic daughter of a converted Protestant felt
that she must do something and she did. She became a catalyst for thousands
of Northern Irish women, both Protestant and Catholic, and later men and
women of all religions and nationalities to unite and denounce violence of
any kind by any side.
Betty and Mariead Corrigan Maguire, aunt of the three slain children,
formed an organization called "Community of the Peace People," and dubbed
the "Peace People." Their models were Mahatma Ghandi and Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and they proceeded to prove that nonviolent means could
work as a solution even in a culture where violence was accepted as the
norm. The money they received for winning the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize and
money donated in 1976 by the people of Norway was used to set up a charitable trust which funded over fifty projects throughout Northern Ireland.
After numerous awards and much travelling to lobby for peace throughout the world, Betty has been able to aid many causes and inspire thousands
of people, especially students, with her message. Among her current projects
are her continued support of the democratically elected president of Burma,
Aung San Suu Kyi, who was recently released from house arrest after nearly

seven years, and her mission to have all nations of the world, especially
those in conflict, establish regional safe havens for children and young
mothers. She is a member of the Board of Advisors for PeaceJam, and
will be chairing a conference for Mothers of the Earth in 1996. In 1997
she has been invited as the keynote speaker at the Second Congress for
the Synthesis of Religion and Science to be held in Calcutta, India.
Wherever she is or whatever she is doing, Betty's spirit goes out to
the young and embodies the message of nonviolence and cooperation.
Recently, Betty participated in the 50th Anniversary Celebration for the
United Nations, and was featured at the Visions of Peace Forum with
Desmond Tutu, Oscar Arias Sanchez, and Leach Walesa. Dearer to her
heart, however, was the talk she gave to a conference of 200 students for
Discovering Justice, held at the behest of the San Francisco Interfaith
Council. The students were from 37 different religions and the message
that Betty got and gave was that people are people and that all deserve
the dignity to live in peace.
Betty embodies these ideals and will continue to work tirelessly
towards her goals of nonviolence as the means and world peace as the
end. She believes that there will come a time when we can all live together in cooperation and mutual gain; that our families are the fertile
ground that must be cultivated, and that our children are the seeds that
must be planted and nourished to fulfill such a dream.
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Freshman Joe Cronin (54)
powers his way to the basket in
the 73-84 contest against DU
photos by Konstantin Zecevic

Rangers come out
of week with a win
against
CU-Colorado
Springs and a
frustrating loss
against DU

O

n Thursday,
JiuE NovoTNY
'
Feb. l, Regis
Assistant Sports
squeak~d by
Editor
the Umversity of Colorado-Colorado Springs 63-60 despite leading by
- 15 with less than 12 minutes left. The
Gold's Rob Hellem led UCCS' comeB

back with 14 of his 22 points coming in the second half. Marcus Harris led the Rangers with 25 points and
eight rebounds. Brock Trice added
10 points, and Brendon Feddema
also snagged eight rebounds. The
win brought the Rangers record to
18-1 overall and 3-1 in the CAC.

DU's defense converges on forward Marc1,1s Harris (34). DU held Harris to 13 points.

Rangers Beat Gold 63-60
By Julie Novotny
Assistant Sports Editor

Metro Defeats Women
Rangers, Record Now 3-4

University of Denver's Ashley Day tallied 31 points as the Pioneers defeated the
Rangers 83-74 in front of a crowd of 2,416
Saturday, Feb. 3. DU held Regis ' leading
scorer, forward Mar.cus Harris, to only 13
points, which is almost eight below his average, and 9 rebounds.
However, the statistics that really tell the
story of the game are free throw percentage

On Saturday, Feb. 3rd, By
The Rangers led in the
the Women's Basketball team A N G E L A second half up until the last five
O'DORISO
minutes of the game. In a series
was defeated by Metropolitan
Sports Editor
of technical flaws, the RoadruState with a final score of 64nners took the lead and re59. The RangefSCAC record
mained in control of the court scoring
is now 3-4.
The ffrst half went well for the over 10 points. High scorer for the half
Rangers. The women took an early lead · was Koskovich (12 pts.), who also led
and held it throughout the half. Fresh- the team in rebounds with 4. Jeffries and
man Dena Koskovich led the Rangers Koskovich also led the team in assists
in scoring with 9 points including two with 2 each. The final score was Regis
three-point shots. In addition, senior 59, Metro 64.
This week's games are: Wed. Feb.
Kenny Jeffries led in assists and defensive rebounds. At the end of the half, 7, vs USC bere at Regis and Sat. Feb.
the Rangers _were up by only 6 points 10, vs Air Force _at Air Force.
(29-23).

Worried abOut
GRADUATING
on time?

two articles will greatly aleve some pressure off of Julie and me. If you are interested in covering any sporting events
coming up in the next three months,
please contact either Julie or myself in
the Highlander Office ext. 5391.
fo addition, I would like to announce a contest for all students, faculty
and staff. Despite my extensive knowledge of the sport of basketball, I am still
dumbfounded by mostpf_the fouls (per.
This co~ing W~e~erid mar~s tli~ ~_egin: son.ii. q_nd 'tecfinfra1) called during the
nmg of the spnng sea~on fo~ th~ athletic
game. Thus, whoever can .name and department. As I enter _mto this fi11a~ SJ?rting ' :scribe thi most baS'ketbalhfouls will win .
season, I am overwhelmed PY 'the idea .that -~' a dinner for two at Red R~bin Restauno~only will Jul~ and I have:t_? continue to _rant. There is one, stipulation: No bas- ;
cover m~n's ahd\v_omrn.'$ bask,etlJall_ games . ketball players or coaches"'are eligible
but we will h~v,e. t_o _add base~all,_ ten ms, soft- to wtn. All._co,ntest entries must be received
?a!J and l'\~r-psse events to ~u\ hst ~.fzedut ,, 'by Ftjdaj, Feb'. <) at 4pm. Entries must be
mg for thySe _gai:!_lei makes it imposs1ble for deliv.ered t~ the .Highlander Office in the
us lo cover ,ever-ytlu,ng by ourselves. Thus, I basement of the Student Center.
am.once
is~n§ f~r,3elp [~ D.1 any! ~t~r; ·-=, •...--eS...Lw.ould.Jike to offi.cui/J-y1 apoloa. .
est~d student.-Writirtg for the H'.ghlancter does gize to JUNIOR Shawna Marsh for last
not h:::_~~.?~ : ~eekly_c°.mm~t_ment. _?~e or ___wee_A's_typo._ •.. _ _ _ .. ,
.
_

?e-

,i

a:iarn

and points off of turnovers. DU shot 25 of 33
for 76% from the charity stripe while Regis shot
only 9 of 16 for 56%. Both teams had 16 turnovers, but the Pioneers converted those into 27
points as opposed to the Rangers' 18.
Brendon Feddema led the Rangers offensively with 22 points, and Brock Trice added
19. The frustrating loss sets the Rangers' record
back to 18-2 overall and 3-2 CAC. DU (16-4,
4-1) is now tied with University of Southern
Colorado for first place in the CAC.

Let summer
school help
you . out!
Over 70 classes to.choo_se.Jrom. -. ' .. :,•,_ ...,
Sessions range from 1 week to ·15 weeks.
Schedules will be itvaila.ble during the week
of Febfuar/ 26.fh.
·
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For mor e information
, .pleas~
contact
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!
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•.
the Summer ·scliool Office ' ~
at 458-4968 or stop by Loyola 20 .
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Accounting Professor Teaches With Fun and Ga01es
By Patty Smith

Highlander News Reporter

Accounting Professor Don Bush has
found a way for his students to learn accounting and have fun at the same time. Students
in Bush's "Principles of Accounting II" and
"Intermediate Accounting II" classes have
been buying and selling property, earning
revenues, paying expenses, and even spending some time in jail this semester.
Bush uses the popular game Monopoly to teach his students the accounting

cycle. The game is played as it usually is
with dogs, boots, horses and cars racing
around the board buying and earning as
much as it can. In accounting class, however, the players use journals to record any
money they received or spent, and any property they might have bought, sold, or mortgaged on each turn. For homework the students continue the accounting process.
First, they complete a general ledger,
using accounts such as "Passing Go
<7"See "Accounting," pg. 11
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Q-tip of the Week
from Student Health Services
Q: If I quit smoking I'll gain weight, right?

A: Some people do gain weight after quitting smoking, but according to
the American Lung Association about a third of people quitting smoking gain
weight, a third lose weight and a third stay the same. More importantly, you
would have to gain over 90 pounds to equal the strain on your heart of a pack
. a day habit! And many studies have demonstrated that quitting while you are
young is far easier than quitting when you are older.
Student Health Services and Counseling Services can offer you help
in quitting smoking. Whether it is biofeedback, counseling, nicotine gum, the
patch, or a combination of these, there is no better time than now to quit! Call
458-3558.

• POSITIONS AVAILABLE•

FRESHMAN SEMINAR
TEACHING AssISTANTS

ATTENTION!

Approximately 17 Positions Available
- Responsibilities • Tutor students in writing in a Freshman Seminar course.
• Assist in academic advising for seminar students and course
activities.
• Support students in campus life issues and activities.
- Compensation • $500 fall semester grant.
Students are eligible, regardless of need. Some students
with existing Financial Aid packages may need to have
these packages adjusted to the grant.
- Eligibility • Sophomore, Junior, or Senior status as of Fall 1996
• 3.0 or better cumulative GPA at present.
• Candidates must keep their schedules free during the
Freshman Seminar to which they are assigned.
• Candidates must pass a proficiency exam, which will be
administered by the Writing Center.
• Candidates must register for PC 21 OA, "Tutoring in the
Classroom and Beyond."
Application Due
Friday, February 23, 1996
Proficiency Exam
Friday, February 23, 1996, from 3:00-4:00 in Loyola 2
For Application Contact
/The Writing Center/ in Loyola 1, 458-4924

THE
HAS

WRITING
A

NEW

CENTER

LOCATION!

///////////////////

The Writing Center is now
located in Loyola 1, where
we have lots of room for
'writers to work
independently on
computers or one-on-one
with consultants. Please
visit us for help on your
writing, a cup of coffee, or
Jolly Ranchers!

-
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Arts
• i

Twelve Monkeys Interesting,

SPiNNING iN

THE

Disc

PLAYER

Rating System: ©I wouldn't even pick it up at the $1.99 Red £.ight Special ©©Maybebut I wouldn't pay more than $4.00 ©©©Wouldn't even have to be on sale!
©©©©Buy an extra one to bronze for your children!
By Rajit Kabadi
Entertainment Editor

....

Teen Angels--Daddy (Sub Pop Records) The Teen Angels are
made up of three women, who have released some very interesting
recordings. Vocalist/Screamer/Guitarist Kelly Canary rants andraves
about a variety of topics. The rest of the band.Jules, the bassist, and
Lisa Smith, the drummer do not exhibit a great j:leal of musical talent. Still, I do see that there might be a time and place for this sor))of
music. Among the many musical influences cited by the band are
X, The CI"amps, and Nirvana. To tell you tll,e truth, lhearlittle of
either of those bands in Teen Angels. If there was one word to describe,this bapct,, it would have to. be taw. Very raw, .. ©~

Screamers Horrific
By Sam Lea
Highlander Entertainment Reporter

Friday rolled around, and
like many people here, I headed for
the movies. Like most people here,
I went to the AMC Tivoli Theater.
While I was there I saw two very
interesting movies, Twelve Monkeys and Screamers.
Twelve Monkeys, starring
Bruce Willis and Brad Pitt was by
far one of the most interesting movies I have seen. In this movie,
Bruce Willis lives in a rather bleak
future where 5 billion people have
succumbed to a man made virus.
The survivors are forced to live underground in an extremely strict
society. Willis is an inmate in some
sort of prison, where having "volunteered" he is sent back into the
past in order to find a pure form of
the virus so mankind can regain
control of the planet. He is returned
to the past a total of three times,
during which he meets Brad Pitt
who is incarcerated in a mental
hospital. After trying to convince
the psychiatrists that he is sane he
is drugged and later put in a padded cell from which he miraculously escapes. Willis is then returned to the past two more times
in which he discovers that... Well
if you want to find out you will
have to see it yourself.
The acting in this movie is

incredible. Brad Pitt gives a wonderful performance of someone
who may or may not be mentally
ill. Bruce Willis gives a credible
performance, of someone who is ·
definitely losing his grip on reality. Be prepared to be a little confused when you see this, and the
ending is nothing at all what you
expect.
Screamers, on the other
hand, is not quite as confusing as
Twelve Monkeys, but is another
movie that keeps you guessing.
The preface behind this movie is
that a potentially endless source of
energy has been found on a planet
named Sirus Six. But when the
mineral is mined it releases a very
high level of radiation. The miners
refuse to mine it and thus a war
begins. During the course of the
war, a new weapon is introduced,
the Autonomous Mobile Sword or
Screamer. The Screamers begin to
produce themselves at a horrific
rate with continuos upgrades, until you are no longer sure who is a
Screamer and who or what is not.
If you like horror and a little mystery to go with it, then I really suggest going to see this movie.
See you next week at the
movies.

WHAT'S THE BIG TODO WITH
COFFEEHOUSES?

' I

IN THE DEEP END By Peter Hoang, "Mascots that failed at Regis"

Coffeehouses ha~e become
very popular for studying, dates, or
just hanging out with friends. Two
of the most popular television
sitcoms over the ·past couple of
years, Friends and Fraser, have included coffee houses as a place to
relax with friends and family. Tp.e
main attraction of coffee houses isn't
the coffee its the social atmosphere
that has become so trendy. Not only
is it fun and relaxing but you can also
get just about any type of coffee you
can imagine.
Following
this
trend,
CHOICES along with Brewski's
have established "Sun Daze," a coffeehouse located in the Pub.
CHOICES had their first Grand
Opening on Sunday, February 4th.
The Pub was transformed into a
warm cozy atmosphere where students where able to come and socialize, study, and entertain themselves
with various games supplied by the
coffeehouse. To our surprise the
Grand Opening of "Sun Daze" was
successful due to the big turnout
thanks to Regis students. The
CHOICES staff received many encouragements in regard to the expansion of "Sun Daze." This coffeehouse is the choice of Regis Students. CHOICES, Brewski's, and
" Sun Daze" would like to welcome
the Regis student body and faculty
to attend "Sun Daze" from 8:00pml 2midnight every Sunday in the
Pub.
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LOSE 20 POUNDS IN
TWO WEEKS

"Accounting," cont from pg. 9
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During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski
Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right- 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and · was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full"- no
starvation- because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel, or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren'J, fhe
U.S. Women'sAlpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to us·e it! Right?
So, give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to _try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two.weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 RUSH service to:
American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa Maria, CA
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do.
© 1995
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"PeaceJam," cont. from pg. 7

are being provided free of charge.
Others who want to participate in
Revenue," "Get Out of Jail Expense," and
"Rent Expense." Then they use these to com- PeaceJ am can attend Snapshots of the
plete trial balances, financial statements, and Nobels at Denver's Edge Gallery, located at
ratios to figure things like their income, ex- , 3658 Navajo Street. The art exhibit, which
penses, and equity for that day. This is all features photos of the Nobel Laureates in
done on worksheets that Bush has designed their environs, opens on Friday, March 22nd
himself.
at 7:00p.m., and 1977 Nobel Peace Prize
Bush's enthusiasm proves that a little winner Betty Williams will be there in percreativity is all it takes to make accounting son for the start of this event. for more infun ! So, for now, pass GO and collect $200 ! formation, Edge Gallery at 477-7173.

Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
i:
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extends great thanks to the several stud~ti,ts+ljjhiJ
presse~ an ethUsiastic. . interest the conff }t .Th¢ i~t of
Regis student rp,<J,ntors ru1s beenfilletJ,.to capacity,putaJ,vaitng
li$t is<~tat(edps is a sign up for next fall. Thereis a;lat;ge call
for volunteers neelJ,ed;;to perfqrm a xvariety·of taSks . at t}je
upco~if,,$ Peacelam Y,071t~ ~oefere.ntt:
.
'"',
Students wishing, to volunteer timetQ this ¢tfort shoufa a'B'~re!s qJl'e.s~~~$'~~ fY11neMontrose (~18D9) ;,, Marttl;/3aso,(
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·-Whether-it's fortun in the California,Sth.'i, of aParty Maximus in the Big Apple, let .,
Western,Pacific be your}ti<::kettci'a.we1i~deserved Spring Break - at a Super Low fare.
.-Las Vegas ($44) ,
Atlanta ($114)
Los Angeles ($74)
Nashville ($94)
Kansas
City ($57)
Dallas/Ft. Worth ($64)
Washington_O.C. ($114) Chicago ($8-7)
Oklahoma C~ty ($54)
Houston ($ 79)
Phoenix ($54)
Indianapolis ($87)

San Antonio ($ 79)
San Jose ($84)
Seattle-Tacoma ($94)
'San Fran~isco ($84)
Tulsa ($54)

.
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Western Pacific
AIRLINES

,
w Seats ma be sold out on some flights that operate during vel)' busy travel times. Peak travel times are 7:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m. Monday, 2:00 p.m. to 7:(!0 p.m.
These are off.peak one-way fares. H.ERE SALL YOU NEED TO KNO ·
hY .
ff. k 'ncluding all day Saturday. Seats must be purchased at time of booking and at least 21 days before departure. Fare does not include
Thursday, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Friday, 2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Sund ay.dA 11 ~~ times are obepea de'only prior to scheduled departure time, for a $35 change fee, plus any increase in new fare. Failure to notify Western Pacific of itinp to Sl2 in passenger facility charges All purchases are fully non-re un a e. anges may ma
.h
.
~rary changes prior to departure time ~ill result in forfeiture of payment. All fares and change fees are subject to change ~1t out notJCe.
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CONVENTION & VIS!lORS BUREAU

800-00-VISIT

OUR OFFICIAL RENTAL CAR

11IB B.ROADMOOR

A;,.-df~~ ~

~rvl/A,tC,
800-679-3707

800-722-5775

Student
Elections
FEBRUARY
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at 964-5391
or write to:
3333 Regis Blvd.
Denver, CO
80221-1099
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rates

EMPLOYMENT

CONTACT MARISA

• FAST FUNDRAISER •

Raise $500 in 5 Days
GROUPS • CLUBS •
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS

I

OPPORTUNITY

FAST. EASY

No FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
Ir (800)•862• 1982 EXT.33 tr

GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE.

SNOW-TUBING
AT FRASER!!!

QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.

1-800-243-2435
(1-800-AID-2-HELPS)

Brought to you by the
Outdoor Athletic Club
of Regis University

ATTENTION
FEMALES

When? Depart from Regis 3:30pm
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 11th.
Snow-tube from 5:00 to 7:00pm.
Return to Regis Sunday evening
around 9:00pm.
Total cost? Approximately $15.00 per
person (maybe only $11.00 per person
if 50 students sign up!).
Contact:
Fr.Patrick O'Liddy, SJ
(Moderator of the Outdoor Athletic
Club)
DeSmet 103
(9-11 pm most evenings)
x5069
Drivers needed! We will be carpooling to Fraser! Dress warmly!

Please join us
TUESDAY NIGHTS 8-9:30PM
in the Athletic Lounge,
2nd Floor of the Fieldhouse
for a discussion of women's issues.
Bring a friend!

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING-

***FREE 1RIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of students
are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break company!
Sell only
15 trips and travel free! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!

SERVICES
r§] Word Processing

lW

$600-$8()() EVERY WEEK

Free Details: SASE to: International Inc.
19515 Tom Ball Parkway, Suite 185
Houston, TX 77070

• SUMMER JOBS •
• Girl Scouts- Mile Hi Council, in
Denver, is looking for energetic people
who love to work out-of-doors.
• Camp counselors are needed to
work with girls age 6-17 at day and
resident camps for summer 1996.
•Call (303)778-8774 for an
application and job description. Please
state if you want information for day
or resident camp.

EXTRA INCOME FOR
EARN

'95

$500-$1000 WEEKLY

&
' El
Transcriptions

Done by a certified teacher
FAST •CONVENIENT
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY.

Contact Ivonne at 741-9613

.

BILLIONS OF $$$ IN
GRANTS.
\,
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THIS SPOT

could be yours.
Contact Marisa

ROSE-COLORED GLASSES

FOR DETAILS:

RUSH $1 00 WITH SASE TO
GROUP FIVE

DR., STE. 307
DOVER, DE 19901

GREENTREE

TOP
1111

NEW

y

1111

reasons to go on the
ORK CITY MEDIA TOUR

IO.You have nothing better to do from May 27 to June 2.
9. Stay in the heart of Manhattan at Fordham University and
eat pretzels on the streets of NYC instead of cafeteria food.
8. See behind-the-scenes views of media professionals
producing their product.
7. Ride the subway to the Museum of Television.
6. Meet with media professionals from: People Magazine,
5. The Evening News with Peter Jennings, The Today Show,
4. The New York Times, The New York Daily News,
3. The Late Show with David Letterman.
2. Receive three upper division Communication Arts credits.
1. The teacher, Janellen Hill Smith.

"'"J

Please attend one of the information meetings on Tuesday, February 13.
12•lpm Regis Room, Carroll Hall
5•6pm Faculty Lounge
For more information, please contact the Summer School Office at 458-4968 or stop by Loyola20.
Space is limited to the first fifteen students who sign up.
+•I••
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964-5391

at the next f!leeting of the BFCOR (Bullshit-Feeding
Committee Of Regis)
• February 31, 1996 •

STUFFING ENVELOPES.
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